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KOREAN SITUATION SUMMARY (KORSITSUM) 01-68

THIS IS THE FIRST OF KORSITSUM'S TO BE ISSUED BY NSA

APERIODICALLY (AT LEAST ONCE DAILY) WHICH WILL SUMMARIZE DEVELOPMENTS IN KOREA AS DISCLOSED IN SIGINT. THIS REPORT CONTINUES WITH INFORMATION RECEIVED SUBSEQUENT TO 3/01-68, 261444Z.

I. MILITARY
NORTH KOREAN NAVY (NKN) COMMUNICATIONS AMONG UNIDENTIFIED PERSONALITIES AT KIMCH'AEK (40-38N 129-08E), WO'NSAN (39-10N 127-26E), AND P'YONYANG ON 27 JANUARY MADE REFERENCES TO THE DEPARTURE OF MARSHALL KIM IL SUNG. IT ALSO STATED THAT "CREW MEMBERS" IN WO'NSAN WERE BEING EXTREMELY DISORDERLY, APPARENTLY WHEN AN UNIDENTIFIED PERSONALITY, KIM SIN CH'O'L, "SPOKE FIRMLY". SIGINT HAS NOT DISCLOSED THE NATIONALITY OF THESE CREW MEMBERS.